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INTRODUCTORY.
This bulletin aims to present the salient facts concerning the·administration of public relief to the poor in their own homes in California.
This form of relief (commonly called outdoor relief) is but one
branch of the established public relief system. Preliminary to a discussion of outdoor relief therefore it seems necessary and desirable to
Dutline briefly the complete s~heme of California poor relief.
Such an outline will show the distribution of responsibility for the
care of public dependents between the state and county governments on
the one hand and between institutional and outdoor care on the other.
The California Poor Relief System.

The function of caring for public dependents in California is divided
between state and county governments. This division may be shown
thus:
I. The State Government.

(A) Assumes the care of the dependent,
(1) Insane (almost exclusively).
(2) Blind (almost exclusively).
' (3) Feeble-minded (almost exclusively).
(B) Co-operates with the county governments in care of,
(1) Orphans, half orphans, abandoned children ( who meet
certain eligibility requirements and who can show
"evidence of need") .
(2) Tuberculotics (who are cared for in county hospitals
maintained at standard acceptable to State Board of
Health).
II. ~ The County Government.

{A) Assumes the care of the dependent,
(1) Adults(a) The aged, the sick, the unemployed or the otherwise incapacitated adult i!).dividual. .
(b) The nonself-supporting family.
(2) Chi~dren-Those not eligible for state aid.
{B) Co-operates with the state government in the care of,
(1) Orphans, half orphans, abandoned children.
(2) ·Tuberculotics.
(County provides care for this class in county hospital.
State pays county $3 per week, per patient, where
hospital meets certain standards.)
~8'1'687
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Methods of Relief.

The public relief system consists of two branches: (1) institutional
relief; and (2) outdoor relief. The relief administered by state and
county governments differentiated as between institutional and outdoor
may be shown thus :
I.

Institutional Relief.

(A) The state government,
(1) Maintains,
(a) Hospitals for the insane (six institutions).
(b) Home for the adult blind (one institution).
(c) Homes for the feeble-minded (two institutions).
(2) Assists (by subsidies),
(a) Private institutions, societies, and the counties in
the care of orphans, half orphans and dependent
children.
(b) County hospitals (in care of certain tuberculotics).
(B) County governments maintain,
(a) County hospitals and infirmaries for sick and aged poor.

(These are combined hospitals and almshouses, except
in three counties where the two departments are in
separate institutions.)
11.

Outdoor Relief.

(A) State government grants outdo~r relief only to,
(1) Orphans, half orphans, abandoned children (who meet
certain eligibility requirements and who can show
"evidence of need").
(B) County governments grant outdoor relief to,

(1) Adults,
(a) The aged, the sick, or the otherwise incapacitated
adult individual.
( 9) The nonsel:l:-supporting family.
(2) Children,
(a) Those eligible for state aid.
(b) Those ineligible for state aid.

COUNTY OUTDOOR RELIEF.
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Cost of Public Poor Relief (1916-1917).

1. Cost to state government.
(A) Institutional relief.
(1) Rospitals for i:risane_~--------------- $2,383,150
(2) Home for adult blind _______________ _
43,055
(3) Home for feeble-minded _____________ _
443,915
( 4) Subsidies to county hospitals _______ _
32,100
(B) Outdoor relief;
(1) Care of dependent children __________ _
2. Cost to county governments.
(A) Institutional relief.
(1) County hospitals and infirmaries ____ _
(B) Outdpor relief.

. All classes outdoor aid _____________ ___ _

522,000

2,738,782
1,200,441

Grand total ------------------------ $7,363,443
Summary.

The preceding outline shows briefly that California spent $7,363,443
for the public relief of dependents during the year 1916-1917. Of this
amount, $3,939,223 represents the expenditures of the counties while
$3,424,220 was the amount spent by the state.
The account given shows also that in the relief of public dependents
th stat g vel'tllll n tak f.l •ar al rno t x ·l n ·i ely of tho blind, ilio
in nne, a1.1d til feebl mind d. It al · h lt
t·pha11s, liall orphan ami
abl)lndon d chilcll·en and in , dllin in!itana grau subsidi to county
h · :p1tuls for tJ1e oar o;f tnbercnlnr patients,
The responsibility of the counties in poor relief is that of the care
of all otJJer dep udcnt classes not cared for by the state and, in addition, co-op r ation with the state in the care of the orphan children mentioned nbove.
This is, in outline, . the scheme of public poor relief in California.
The remainder of this bulletin is a consideration of the facts with
respect to the administration of county outdoor relief.
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GENERAL METHODS IN OUTDOOR RELIEF
ADMINISTRATION.
The State Board of the Charities and Corrections is the state agency
for investigating and standardizing all county institutions and the expenditure of all public moneys for the care and maintenance of
dependents and delinquents. In the discharge of this duty, it was
found that while the expenditure of county funds for "outrelief"
(by which is meant relief in the home as distinguished from institutional relief) was a very large item in every c;ounty, t 'Was
administered in the least businesslike manner of any county
work and that the money was spent in many counties without
purpose, without system, without record, ancl without satisfactory
results. An important step towards standardizing the outrelief
administration was the passage of an act by the legislature of 1917
whereby the State Board of Charities and Corrections was authorized
to prescribe forms of relief records to be kept by the county. A conference of county officials was called to discuss present systems and the
need for standard uniform records; to this meeting were invited county
auditors, county clerks, county relief agents, and county supervisors.
A fairly representative group attended the conference and on the basis
of their suggestions and the experience gained by agents of the State
Board of Charities and Corrections, a minimum record system was
worked out and presented to the counties for their adoption and use.
'l'his record system includes a face card or history card, forms of application, investigator's report, relief order, and index card. In many
counties, the information needed for this record is not available and a
campaign for better organization of the county relief work has been
inaugurated. In order to suggest the most suitable and useful organization, the state board has made surveys of the outrelief work in various
counties and on the findings of such studies has made recommendations
to the county board of supervisors for action. It has been found that
the county authorities are willing to accept suggestions for improvement
of county conditions and the individual county study in every instance
has made for better understanding and co-operation between the state
and county boards. The plan of study used by the State Board of
Charities and Corrections in these county surveys is given herewith.
In many counties the complete survey has been made, in others only the
outrelief, county hospital and private social agencies have been studied.
The extent of the study has been determined by local desires and conditions; the survey has included a great deal of educational work in the
various communities leading up to the formation of progressive public
sentiment for it is recognized that while the state board may inaugurate
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a new movement the development and continuation of the work depends
upon local efforts.
General Outline of County Survey as Followed by Agents of the California
State Board of Charities and Corrections.

(A.) County outrelief.
1. Organization and administration.
2. Amount of aid given.
3. Method of distribution. Nature of aid given.
4. Investigation and supervision.
5. Records.
6. Case studies.
(B) County hospital.

1. Buildings and equipment.
2. Administration and management.
3. Care of inmates: (a) Custodial.
(b) Hospital.
4. Dietary.
5. Records.
6. Types of inmates. Case studies.

Cost of maintenance.

( 0) County probation office and detention home.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Administration and policies.
Records. Case studies.
Detention home: Buildings and equipment.
Detention home: Dietary. Length of stay.
Detention home: Segregation and supervision of children.
6. Detention home: Education, recreation, discipline.
7. Detention home: Types of inmates; case studies.
(D) County jail.
1. Administration and management. Cost of maintenance.
2. Buildings and equipment.
3. Dietary.
4. Segregation and supervision of prisoners.
5. Daily routine. Discipline. Occupation.
6. Types of inmates.
(E) Recommendations for improvement.

1.
2.
3.
4.

County
County
County
County

relief administration.
hospital.
detention home.
jail.

(F) Directory of private welfare organizations in county, with short
report on objects and work of each, name of secretary, etc.

COUNTY OUTDOOR RELIEF.

The outstanding facts concerning the administration of public outdoor relief in California, revealed by surveys made by the State Board
of Charities and Corrections, are:

gation reveals whether the indivia,ual needs relief; what relief is needed,
and what pr01 ortion of this J:eUe:f it will be necessary to furnish out of

(1) County governments are responsible for the public outdoor
care of all dependents in California.
(2) One and one-third million of dollars from county funds annually for outrelie£.
(3) Wide variation in methods and results of relief administration
exist among counties.
(4) Twelve (12) counties do consistent case work in relief administration.
(5) Seven (7) counties do exceptionally good work in administering outdoor relief.
(6) Thirty-five (35) counties handle cases directly through county
boards of supervisors under a procedure which is unsatisfactory.
(7) Chaotic or meagre records of outdoor cases in over thirty (30)
counties make it impossible even to get statistics as to number of individuals aided.
(8) Dependent children are inadequately cared for in most
counties.
(9) State aid to orphans is not supplemented in many of the
counties.

I

\
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The state law of California places the outdoor care of the poor under
the jurisdiction of the county governments. It does not, however,
prescribe the procedure which the counties must follow in administering
the aid.
A variety of methods have consequently arisen in the counties of the
state.

publ'ic '~llll.ds.
(3) 1?1· p r aup 1'Vision demands that every case receiving relief shall
be vi~:~Jtet1 at il11;ewa.ls • uffi iently frequent to show what the result of
reli £ giv n is. It d tmn~ds that in v<n·y cas , wnere it js possible to
do so, a plan be devi. ed fot· the es1:a.hll hment of the family on a selfsupvorting b&.\lis at the erudiest possiul m )1J nt, and th~1.t alll•eliu.f given
sluili h with t.his plu.n constantly in mind.
• i 'ug o11S ;l}ll tlv ruot.l'lous after bhis fashion means social service in
ou doOl' l'e]j,•f all'tnini}:;b-ation. Until oom1ty relief is established on this
basis it can not do effective work.

ADMINISTRATIVE METHODS IN CALIFORNIA OUTDOOR
RELIEF.
The study of the facts available shows that five distinct systems have
developed in the state for the a,Llminis ration of outrelief.
The types of administrative system,q and the number of counties using
each may be briefly shown as follows :
(1) Outrelief f.l, lh'ti.:ni t:Cl'ecl 1~y p1•ivatr:o cihtJ.ity- societies acting as
paid agent £or thn mmnt. •-l;wo ·ounties.
!nmty uh.arity officers-four
(2) Outrelief tH.lmi'ni::;t r ~~ by

.•otmti s.

(3) Ontrolie£ administered by paid trained workers under the
di)!t;l•Li 11 of an unpaid county department or commission-

Need of Constructive Methods in Outdoor Relief.

There are at present important weaknesses in the outrelief work of
the counties. For the correction of these a constructive program is
being sugg·ested by the State B<_>ard of Charities and Corrections to
include:

(4)
(!))

i - counties.
ulreUef iuv stigated by cou·n ty p1.'0I atio officer or other
f1 ppoin t-e(l ~\.gtJnt-twe_lve counties.
.
ntvelief administered dir ctly hy nnnty l)oA.t.ds o:l' SU1) rv1s l.'S
withOut <>:W.~r inv stigt~.ii l1 or supm-vision-thirty-t-wo

counties.
(6) No outrelief given to adults-two counties.

(1) Relief officer or officers definitely appointed to administer the
outdoor relief ; such officers to be chosen on basis of training
and experience.
(2) Adequate investigation of every case, and
(3) Proper supervision of all cases placed on the list.

A brief description of each of these methods is necessary to a clear
understanding of them.

(1) The form of organization which should be behind the relief
officer or officers would depend entirely upon local conditions. Only a
thorough study of the county could determine exactly which kind of
organization would be needed.
(2) 'l'he second requisite, adequate investigation, implies investigation which shows the real circumstances of the case. Adequate investi-

The first method of poor relief administration is the one established
in Alameda County; the same method is used for a portion of Santa
Barbara County.
In these counties the task of caring for needy persons has been delegated to private charities. Such societies act as agents for the county.
The Oakland Associated Charities and the Berkeley Charity Organiza-

1.

Public Relief Administered Through Private Agencies.
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tion Society, each of which is a private organization, administer the
bulk of the poor relief in Alameda County. In children's cases the
Catholic Ladies Aid Society and the Daughters of Israel assist.
This plan of administration is working out most satisfactorily. 'l'he
trained employees, using accepted methods of work, investigate each
case; give the special kind of help demanded and continue their friendly
visiting as long as the case is on the charity list.
2.

Relief Administered by the County Charities Office.

Los Angeles, Riverside, Sacramento and San Joaquin counties illustrate the second method of outdoor poor relief in vogue in California.
Eac'h of these counties has created a county charities office. In this
office the poor relief work of the county is' definitely centralized. This
office is responsible to the supervisors and to the county for the administration of all outrelief funds.
Los Angeles County, particularly, has started this method on a solid
foundation. In the other counties the work is not yet so well developed.
3.

Relief Administered by Unpaid County Welfare Departments or
Commissions Through Trained Social Agents.

This system of outrelief administration has been evolved from careful study and experimentation in the field of public relief. The plan
is still new but is working very satisfactorily in San Bernardino,
Fresno, San Mateo, and Sonoma counties; San Diego and Humboldt
counties are favorably considering the adoption of similar systems. The
department or commission is created by the Board of Supervisors, which
board delegates to this unpaid group of citizens the responsibility for
investigation, supervision, and constructive treatment of the county
indigents. Details of organization and of the powers and duties given
the commission are not identical in the various counties mentioned
but all follow one general plan, i. e., to take social service out of politics
and to put into public relief methods all the successfp1 modern ideas
which have been tried out and approved by private charitable organizations.
The members of the Welfare Department or Commission are
appointed from among the most progressive and socially efficient citizens
of the county; the office equipment and services of a trained social
worker or workers are supplied from county funds. The reports of
work done, investigations made, claims for relief and for expenses
incurred are presented monthly to the Board of Supervisors for
approval. In Fresno County two members of the Board of Supervisors
are members also of the Welfare Department; this membership plan
may be followed in the two counties mentioned who now have the ordinance under consideration. In San Bernardino, San Mateo, and Sonoma
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counties the new board is known as the County Social Service Commission and does not include in its membership any members of the Board
of Supervisors. The various county boards of supervisors who have
adopted this plan of handling the social service work of the counties,
have found the new piece of county machinery very helpful in many
ways. For instance, questions pertaining to county hospital and aimhouse admissions, preventive health measures, supplementary aid from
private sources, Red Cross Civilian Relief Committees, solicitations from
the general public for philanthropic or war purposes, county dispensaries, county clinics, county delinquency, recreation, etc., have been
referred to the Welfare Department or Commission for study and
decision. Fresno County is perhaps most unique in its organization and
scope and in another part of this bulletin, special attention is called to
the "Fresno plan."
4.

Relief Administered by a County Agent.

Twelve counties appoint an agent to investigate outdoor cases of
county relief. This agent works directly under the Board of Supervisors and, as a rule, does not do very much constructive work, as no
policy is marked out or standards set by the board. In Contra Costa,
Butte, Imperial, Stanislaus, Napa, 'fehama, Tulare, Marin, and Ventura
counties the probation officer of the juvenile court acts as county indigent agent. Santa Clara, Orange, and Kern counties appoint a special
agent who gives full time to the investigation and supervision of county
indigents. For small countie.s having few cases, this method may be
fairly satisfactory. In larger counties, however, it has been found
that a single agent for the whole county, without a properly organized
group of socially minded citizens to direct and help in the work, is
able to do little more than investigate cases. The follow-up supervision
and construc.tive work are necessarily slighted.
5.

Relief Administered Directly by County Boards of Supervisors.

The most common method of administration is the one under which
the county supervisors give relief directly to the poor i11 their own
homes. In counties following this procedure, application for aid is
made to the supervisor of the district in which the applicant resides.
It is customary for the county board to follow the recommendations of
this supervisor who may or may not have investigated the application.
If aid is granted the name is placed upon what is commonly called "the
county indigent list'' for a definite amount of aid to be given each
month, either for a specified time or until ordered removed by the
supervisors. Two of the counties hold to the regrettable practice now
almost universally discarded of stigmatizing their unfortunates by
l?rinting in the local newspapers the names of all aided individuals.
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The relief given consists usually of a monthly order on a grocer for
supplies. The customary amounts allowed range from $2.00 to $25.00
per month per person. One county has fixed the allowance to $8.00
per month. · In many cases the relief is given in cash instead of
groceries, or it may be partly in cash and partly in supplies. Following are the counties which use this procedure in their outdoor relief
work: Alpine, Amador, Calaveras, Colusa, Del Norte, El Dorado, Glenn,
Inyo, Kings, Lake, Lassen, Madera, Mendocino, Mariposa, Merced,
Modoc, Monterey, Nevada, Placer, Plumas, San Benito, Santa Cruz,
Shasta, Sierra, Siskiyou, Sutter, Trinity, Tuolumne, Yuba, Yolo.
The studies made show that this method of administering outrelief is
very unsatisfactory.
It is unsatisfactory because relief is too often given without complete
and accurate knowledge of the facts of the case.
Supervisors are busy men. They have a multitude of responsibilities
in connection with the county government. Obviously, they can not
secure intimate knowledge of the details of each poverty case; nor can
they be expected to give the time necessary to work out the many problems of a dependent family.
This method, therefore, is a failure not only from the viewpoint of
the proper treatment of the poor but it is also unsatisfactory to the
taxpayer because it is wasteful-both of money and of human life.
County funds are expended without exact knowledge of the real circumstances of the cases aided. Thus, relief is frequently given when there
are relatives who are legally liable and able to provide for the care of
the dependent.
The studies recently made by the State Board of Charities and
Corrections have shown that many of the supervisors knew nothing of
the people whom they were helping. Cases have been found of persons
drawing aid from the county when they did not even live in the county
helping them; other cases of shameful neglect of young children and
_infants have been located and br~ught to the attention of the county
authorities.
The records of relief cases in the counties using the above-mentioned
method of administration have been found so chaotic and so incomplete
that this board has never been able to secure statistics as to the number
of individuals receiving relief from the county. In nearly 30 California counties today a taxpayer can not find out how many people are
being supported out of the public funds. When it is considered that
this most elementary information is lacking, the citizen is justified in
wondering how little else is known of the people for whose care a large
amount of money is being spent annually.

COUNTY OUTDOOR RELIEF .
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Furthermore, the money spent for relief under this procedure fails
to make the dependent family self-supporting. This is the object
of relief in present day charity. Since, however, careful plans for each
case are not made this end is not accomplished.
Relief procedure of this type, therefore, becomes stupid and unsatisfactory. It is subject to all manner of political abuses and is not
infrequently used to further personal and political ends. In spite of
these palpable weaknesses, 32 counties (spending over $250,000.00)
administer outrelief after this time-serving and wasteful fashion.
Outdoor Relief of Dependent Children.

The preceding account characterizes briefly the general work of poor
relief administration throughout the state. 'l'hus far, however, nothing
has been said with regard to one of the most important functions of the
outdoor relief agencies-the care of dependent children.
The regrettable fact is that, with few notable exceptions, county care
at the present time is synonymous with county neglect so far as the
welfare of dependent ·children is concerned.
State and County Aid of Orphans.

The law of California provides that "needy minor orphans, half
orphans and abandoned children'' may receive state aid. Half orphans
get $6.25 ·per month, whole orphans and abandoned children $8.33 per
month.
The authorization of state aid to orphans, half orphans, and abandoned children is contained in the state constitution (Article IV, section 22) and in Chapter 323, Cal. Stats. 1913. Amended Chapter 472,
Stats. 1917.
According to the provision of these laws state aid may be paid:
(1) to institutions caring for these children; or (2) to individuals
(usually the child's mother) providing this care. In both cases, however, the care given must meet certain standards set by the state.
It is the group of children who are at home with their mothers which
constitute the chief outdoor relief problem in conner.tion with orphan
aid.
The administration of state aid is now under the jurisdiction of the
State Board of Control. In counties where offices or agents are maintained for outdoor relief the applicant for state aiel goes to such office
or agent. The county office makes the initial investigation and either
grants or denies the application. Claims against the state for relief
given these cases are made semiannually by the counties. In this way
the county recoups itself for the money spent for the aid of the orphans.
All state aid cases, however, are subject to the investigation of the
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State Board of Control, which employs nine children's agents to discharge this function. These agents have power after investigation to
refuse state aid to cases which have been recommended by the counties.
In counties where there is no agent for the administration of outdoor
relief, the applicant for state aid goes to the county clerk or auditor
who forwards the application to the Board of Control. Usually these
cases are subject to but little investigation other than that made by the
children's agents of the State Board of Control.
Alameda, Los Angeles and San Francicso counties have made special
provision for the administration of state aid and are doing this work
perhaps more effectively than elsewhere in the state. 'l'hese counties
supplement the state subsidy; they have special agents for investigation
and fo:r constructive follow-up work.
One of the difficulties met with in the administration of state aid in
California is that of the failure of many of the counties to supplement
the state subsidy.
Chapter 323 (Stats. 1913) permits (but does not require) the counties
to add to the state subsidy so that the relief given may be adequate.
Without the county supplement the relief given to orphans is rarely
ever adequate. 'l'he majority of the counties, however, do not grant
this supplement.
The result of this failure on the part of the counties is that the
intention of state aid (to provide adequate relief for needy orphans) is
as a rule defeated.

Fortunately, not all of California's counties are guilty of such slack
methods in their children's relief. Alameda, Los Angeles, Fresno, San
Bernardino, and San Francisco counties especially have developed this
phase of their relief work to a high standard through the co-ordination
of the activities of the juvenile courts and the public and private relief
agencies.

RELIEF ADMINISTRATION BY BOARDS OF SUPERVISORS.
Thirty-two co-qnties in California administer outdoor relief directly
through the county board of supervisors. Studies made by the State
Board of Charities and Corrections show that, except in counties having
very few cases, this method is very unsatisfactory. 'l'he objections to
this type of administration have already been stated.
The defects of administration directly by boards of supervisors are
concretely illustrated in ~ county recently studied. The survey made in
this county (the name of which can not be given here) is included at
this point to show precisely how this method of administration works
out. The county cited is in no way an exceptional one. 'rhe same conditions are found in other counties where the supervisors administer the
relief. The survey of this county follows :

County Aid to Children.

Survey of a County Administering Outdoor Relief Directly by the Board of
Supervisors.

The relief of the dependent child who is ineligible for state aid is
solely a responsibility of the county. The majority of these cases represent children in homes where the income (through illness, unemployment, desertion or some other failure of the breadwinner) has
fallen below the minimum which will supply the necessities.
The same method of administering aid which applies to other cases
is used in children's cases. Where there is no outdoor relief agent, the
relief is granted directly by the boards of supervisors. In those counties having charity offices or county agents the cases are handled by
such office or agent.
The total number of children aided by the counties is not known.
Under the present method of county outrelief administration it is practically impossible to ascertain the number accurately. The State Board
of Charities and Corrections has attempted in vain to get state-wide
figures which can be vouched for as accurate.
The studies made of the outdoor relief during the past five years
have shown conclusively that, with the exception of seven counties, this
group of county aided children is as a rule inadequately cared for.

Every person desiring aid applies upon the proper printed form,
which is to be signed by five taxpayers in the county and sworn to before
the county clerk or a deputy. This application is granted or rejected
by vote of the board of supervisors-the vote in each imtance depending upon the recommendation of the supervisor of the district in which
the applicant resides.
This petition does not give age, marital condition, occupation or definite residence of applicant. It does not give any information as to
members of the family. 'rhe item regarding relatives is seldom filled
out and the addresses of the five citizens who sign the petition are
usually omitted. It is impossible to find the actual residence of the
applicant, in many cases, from a study of the petition. Petitions are
filed in the office of the clerk of the Board of Supervisors. The probation officer of the county investigates state aid cases and, upon requeRt,
county applications. He did not have any knowledge of about onehalf the names on the list. There is no supervision of cases by the
county.

1.

Method of Application and Investigation.
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Supervisors do not know their relief cases but show a desire to learn
the conditions. There is, apparently, no abuse of their powers in the
granting of aid; on the other hand, there appears to be a tendency to
spend as little as possible on the county dependents. This is, doubtless,
based on a desire to save the taxpayers but it is a short-sighted policy.
Inasmuch as no constructive or preventive work is being done, cases
remain in the dependency class indefinitely and there is a natural cumulus which can not be reduced arbitrarily. A policy of retrenchment,
therefore, creates hardships which outweigh any mercenary saving
which may be effected.

'rhe present policy, or lack of policy, in administration of the county
relief fails to remove cases from the list by way of restored health or
self-support, and there is a natural increase in the dependency list from
year to year as new cases are added. The cumulative expenditure which
results from these two conditions can only be reduced by intelligent,
constructive work on each case. The present county machinery contains no agency which is fitted to do this work.

2.

Records.

Records of indigents are kept in the office of the county auditor.
These consist of a book record where names are entered as received, and
a card index. This record shows no social data, simply the name and
amount of aid given. There are at the present time 91 county aid cases
and 29 state aid cases, aceording to this record.
It is not easy to get a count of the active cases; to do so necessitates
going throug·h the book register as well as the card index. It is not
possible from the county records to ascertain the number of persons
ilivolved in the indigent list. No. 10, for instance, simply gives the
name ''John Doe'' or ''Mrs. Roe''; this may be a single old person
living alone or it may be a widowed parent with a family of yoUng
children. The only means of getting at the facts is a personal investigation. In the time at the command of the state agent, it was impossible
to visit every case, but about one-third of the list was visited with results
as shown later on in this report under '' 'rypes of Cases.''
Aid is distributed by means of warrants drawn on the county
treasurer.
3.

I'

j
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Amount of Relief.

The amount spent, during the last fiscal year, by this county for outrelief was $21,868.16. Average amount per case, $10.00, although this
varies from $5.00 to $20.00. Three-fourths of the aid was given in cash,
one-fourth in groceries and other supplies. Aid is given practically
without supervision. Cases are aided after the need for relief has
passed, even after they have moved from the county. Some of the
individuals on the "indigent list" have sons or daughters or other
relatives in the state who, if able, would be liable for support, yet no
systematic attempt is made to ascertain the ability of these to help.
The amount of aid given is determined in a purely "hit-or-miss"
fashion without regard to the needs of the case. Reductions and
increases are made in the same way. In many instances relief is inadequate, especially in cases where young children are involved.

4.

Causes of Dependency.

'l'he causes of dependency in this county, as shown by a study of the
reasons given in the petitions for aiel and verified in the cases of those
visited, are as follows:
Cuuse

------

Number
of cases

Number or
persons in
fnmlly

0 ld u ge ___ ----------------------------------------------------33
Family desertion and nonsupport________________________ __
10
Imprisonment of breadwinner______________________________ _
1
Death of brnadwinner________________________________________
3
Ignorance of language_______________________________________
1
Unknown
1
Illness _______ ---- ---------------------------------------------17
nnemploymPn t _______ ----------· -----------------------------5
Insufficient earnings ···----···---------------~
8
No cause given------------------------------------------------ ~--:-:-- - - - - ' - - --

In some of the cases listed as dependent on account of "insufficient
earnings'' and ''unemployment'' or ''no cause given,'' the underlying
cause was found to be illness either of the breadwinner or some member
of the family. Neglected and continued illness is a drain upon the
financial and the physical resources of the family and tends to render
permanently dependent a family which, with adequate help over the
hard place, might be restored to an independent place in the community.
Setting aside all humanitarian reasons for constructive work in such
cases, there remains the plain fact that it is good business to use every
possible means of putting the family upon its feet and preventing continued dependence upon the county. Another fact which must be considered along with this showing of illness as a cause of poverty is the
lack of medical care in the county hospital. 'rhe two items stand out
. very clearly in a survey of this c.ounty; (1) the lack of equipment and
medical care by the county, and (2) the high percentage of cases on the
indigent list from causes of illness. There is a close connection between
ill health and poverty in all communities but here it seems almost
startling in its suggestion as to the first move in the direction of remedy.
The next important cause of dependency on the list appears to be that
of family desertion and non-support. The location of the county in the
fruit belt tends to seasonal labor. The men depend upon the frl}it
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picking and packing for employment and seem to drift away from their
families. About one-third of the cases are those of old age; this, of
course, is a permanent type and as the care of the old people in the
county almshouse would cost the county as much if not more than the
present system of aid in the homes and, at the same time, is not desired
by them, no change in the handling of these cases is suggested. It might
be possible in many instances to look up children or relatives of the old
people who could contribute to their support or take care of them when
they become infirm.

During this study 48 visits were made to the homes of indigents with
the result that 3'4 were seen allll14 were not seen:·
Successful visits: 34 groups seen, comprising 101 persons.

5.

Ages of persons sreu

Under

2 years

Family cases --------------------------------------------------Single men and women__________________________________________

33
39
8

------------~------· ------~

11

Unknown

less than 1 year------------------------------------------1 year-----------------------------------------------------2 years----------------------------------------------------3 years ____________________________________________________ _
4 years ____________________________________________________ _

Ai cl rccci ved 5 years----------------------------------------------------Aid recci vcd 6 years ____________________________________________________ _

I

Aid received 7 years----------------------------------~-----------------Ai d received 8 years ____________________ --------------------------------Aid received 9 years ____________________________________________________ _
Aid rccei vcd 10 years------------------------------------------------~--Ai d received 12 years ___________________________________________________ _
Aid received 17 years ______________________ --·----------------------------

5
35
19

7
7
3
3
4
3
1

1
2
1
91

--7-,--2---,

12

11

Over 60

I

Total

21 -, ~ --

5
3

2
3
2
1
9

In many of the homes visited, it was found that sickness was the
underlying cause of distress; in others, desertion of the breadwinner;
in others, again, the failure of children to support parents; while in a
goodly number of cases old age, permanent physical or mental disability,
or young· children made the continuance of aid necessary. In a very
few cases, hospital care seemed preferable. A few cases are quoted
below to illustrate these various types, and the need for careful, constructive supervision:

Number
of cnses

receivect
received
rccei ved
received
recci vccl

13 to 16 1 16 to 21 1 22 to 40 1 40 to 60
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These cases were recmvmg regular monthly allowances in cash. It
was impossible to learn from the county records or from county officials
the exact number or even names and addresses of those who were
receiving aid in groceries, yet this kind of aid was distributed to the
amount of several thousands of dollars annually. The only way in
which this information could be gathered would be to take the bills
of the various grocers and go over the items month by month. These
bills are endorsed by the supervisors, paid by the treasurer and
charged to the county indigent fund; the name of the grocer, the
number and amount of his bill, being the only items recorded.
The 91 cases which were receiving cash aid at the time ·of this study
had received aid for varying periods, as follows:

Aid
Aid
Aid
Aid
Aid

~

Not known in community---------------------------------------Dead 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Re-ma'rried widow ---------------'------------------------------No address obtainable from list or from inquiry____________________

91

Number of' years

3 to 6

Unsuccessful Visits.
Moved away, address unknown___________________________________
Wrong address on list___________________________________________
Not at home___________________________________________________

Types of Cases.

Old age - - ----------- - - - - - - - - - . - -- - - - - - --

r

---4-.,·--1-6-i~

The 91 cases on the county list, at the time of this study, were of the
following types, according to the statements on the petition for aid:

il
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1

Dependency du.e to illness or physical defect.
1. Mrs. vV. and three children. This family is a normal group of fair living standards. Reduced to necessity of asking aid because of long illness of the husband and
father which drained the family savings and resources and left the widow in debt.
Neat home; children ages 3, 5, and 6 years, too young to allow mother to work
outside the home. Own the house in which they live but no income and some
debts. 'Voman feels husband might have been saved if helped in time.
2. Mary R. This is a young girl whose eyesight was neglected until she was
almost blind. Is now receiving $5 per month from county for the pmpose of treatment. Has to go out of county for special treatment. Mother careless about taking
the child to specialist. Needs oversight. Doctor says delay or neglect is dangerous
to girl's sight.
3. J. W. and three children. This man is blind from effects of an explosion. He
is not old, being midway in his forties, and of good physique. He owns some
property and manages to do the cooking ~nd keep house for the children. The
children are all boys aged, respectively, 12, 13, and 14 years. Mr. vV. and his
wife are separated and she lives in another county. He can distinguish light from
darkness and can even see some objects. He does not seem to think his sight can be
improved.
4. Mr~. H. and son 16 years old. The w,oman is not strong, has some bronchial
trouble, but occasionally does some housecleaning for neighbors to earn money. Son
is temporarily out of work because of an injury received when run down by an
auto. Mother does not know how badly he may have been injured internally. ·The
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owner of the unto paid hospital bill aud bought the boy a uew suit of clothes,
takiug from him a receipt iu full for damages. The boy was discharegd from
hospital but is unable to work.
5. Mr. aud Mrs. D. and two childreu. Mr. D. is a young mau of about 36 years.
but unable to work because tuberculous. Liviug in a tent house on the outskirts
of a larg·e town. Health officer of uistrict says the man is careless aud a meuace
to his family. County hospital is not equipped to g·ive tubercular patients proper
housing or care.
6. l\lr. anu l\lrs. P. Old couple living in a house owned by son. Came to California for health of a tuberculous son who finally died. Took a daughter to Colorado
Springs for the same illness, where she died. '];hey spent everything they had on
these children and have never got ahead. Now dependent upon the county and two
married sons. Old man is not strong, has some chrouic weakness ; ohl woman
recovering from a broken hip caused by a fall. Both are under doctor's care.
7. The S. family. 'l'his group consists of father, mother and seven children.
The oldest child Is 12 years of age. The parents are still young people, the father
being 34 and the mother 30. 'l'he father is epileptic and has been partially paralyzed
for two years. The man seems to be feeble-minded, but his wife claims this is the result
of his illness. He was placed iu the county hospital at one time but insisted upon
being seut home. The presence of the man in the home takes much of the wife's
time a.ud attention and there are so many young chilclreu that she is unable to
give them pro11er care. The baby is but six months old.

COUNTY OUTDOOR RELillF.
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l.'ascs 1vhich cullld be better ca1·ed for in tha hospital.

...

1. :\Irs. K., a. woman of 80 years, who has a d1·eadful cancer on her face. She
is in the same house with a daughter, two grandsons and a grauddaughter. This
graml!laughter (17 years) is the only person iu the house who will touch the old
woman. 'l'he girl dresses the sore under the dircctiou o-f the local visiting nurse.
2. l\lr. N., a. blind man, 70 years old. He lives in a very dirty house and is
very ill kept. He has made over his property to a Mexican woman who, in return,
was to care for him duriug the remaiuder of his life. It does not appe.ar that
she does much for him and the county is giving $15 per month towards his support.
3. Mr. S. of the family meutioned under head of "depeudency due to illuess."
The man is partially paralyzed, epileptic and his mind is affected. His presence
in the home is a burden on the family and a menace to society, inasmuch as more
children may be added to the family. 'l;"·o children have been born since he bec_une
au iiwalid.
4. Mrs. H., 81 years old. Very feeble old woman with no relatives in the state
as far as known. Has been a woman o"f some standing aml is very restless aud
hard to please. She is unhappy in her present home where she is boanlecl by the
county for $15 per month. It seemed a very pleasant place iu the country, but
Mrs. H .. claimed that she did not get proper attention and wauts to get back to
town. Sbe has been in the county hospital but did not like it at all and begged to
be sent out. She is becoming so feeble that a constant attendaut will be necessary
Ill order to insure her comfort and proper care.

Cases of rlepenrlenclJ due to fam.fly desertion.

1. Mrs. B. aud three children. Very neat, industrious young woman who is
tloing hous •worlt. The children attend school and the oldest ( 10) takes care of
the youllgf::l' uutil the mother comes home at night. The couuty is aiding this
family, as the mother's wages are not sufficieut to provide shelter, food and clothing.
The whereabouts of the father is unknown.
2. Mrs. H. and five childreu. This family is having a hard time. The mother
goes out washiug and the CO\Ilrry supplements her wages by a grant of $15 per
month to keep the family t ol-!'ulhlll'. 'L'hey live in a plain cottage, rather bare aud
shabby. 'l'he oldest girl (12) mothers the younger ones during· the mother's absence.
'fhe father was a drinking man and deserted the family about two years ago. He
had deserted before. The children seem to fear him. At the present time, they
do not know where he is. They are nice, bright childreu.
3. Mrs. J. and 3 children. 'l'he father deserted this family some time ago and
l\ir;;. J. did not seem anxious to have him return. He is said to have beeu a
gambler aud a drinking mau. The family live at rather low standard and the earnings of Mrs. J., who takes in washing, are uot sufficient to keep the family together.
The county grants :;>15 per month. Mrs. J. rents one room which pays her rent.
4. Mrs. B. aud three children, all very young. She is working in a restaurant
for $8 per week, leaving the children with her mother during the clay. She is a
very yuung wmmut. only !. , and sror·n1s Ul4"1nus to keep he t· l'llllth•••n with hel'. 'l'he
coo n~· i. a h'llng ~o l'~l1! 1~l of $17Ji0 IJOlr mouth.
The hushaml nQver providod for
th·;r flamily , t rl.ing I' r y time a ftnl y wM boru. He is uuw Lt',\'lug to lurlnc: his
wife to return to him, but does not give any assurance that he will support the
family.
5. Mrs. D. and 2 gra.udchildren. The father of these childreu is dead and the
mother deserted them, leaving her mother to support and care for them. She is
said to have remarried and deserted her second husband. At present time, her
mother does not know where she is. The old womau is not in good health and the
children are beiug aided by the county to the extent of $15 per month.
6. Mrs. B. and one child, 2 years old. :Mrs. B. is still a young girl and has
never been tra.iued to any kind of work which would enable her to earn a living.
She is IlOW studying· steuography and .will probably be able to support herself and
child in time. She lives with her mother, who goes out working by the day.
Her husbaiid deserted when the baby was very young and she does not know where
he is.

Old a.ge where child-1·cn 111 ·i.g1tt be made to cont1 ib-nte to snppo1·t.

1. l\frs. F. A woman of 70 ye.ars who has six children, 4 sons and 2 daughters,
only oue of whom gives her any help and that very irregularly. She has been a
widow eleven years and is depemlent upon the county and local charities. Is in fair
health and does not want to go to county hospital. County grauts $10 per mouth.
2. Mrs. C. and two children. Mrs. C. is a woman of 54 and is almost totally
deaf. Her two youngest children are with her and receive county aid to the extent
of $12.;)0 . Ehe has two sons aud two da.ughtet·s grown but they give her no aid.
3. Mrs. B. Very old woman of 80 years, infi·rm. l-Ias two sons unman·led with
oue of whom she lives. She is well educated and dreads the thought of the county
hospital. 'fhe two sons should be able to provide for their mother. The couuty
g"iyes :j;lO per mouth,. hut l\hs. B. staled that she would relinquish this as soon as
her sons had steady employment.

Numerous other cases could be cited where the families or individuals who are aided by the county are incompetent to manage their
affairs without the assistance of a friendly visitor. The neglect to
provide this sort of supervision results in a perpetmltion of the difficulties and in continued cost to the county.
As is the case in most counties where aiel is given without careful
investigation of the needs of each case, the family group suffers most.
Single men and women frequently receive as much or more than families
with several children, because the monthly dole is sent out without
any personal knowledge of the number in family or conditions of need.
Some old couples were receiving $8.00 each, making $16.00 relief for the
gr~np; at the same time the mother of a family of young children may
be granted the same amount ($8.00) without regard to the difference
in her situation and difficulties. The family group is a large factor in
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the county relief problem, and it is this group-the growing childrenthat demands and repays constructive work. Good case work in many
instances would eliminate cash aid to adults by substituting employment, medical aid, or contribution to support from relatives. 'l'he lack
of investigation and supervision also leads to the danger of abuse and
fraud; persons who have removed from the county may continue to
receive their ·warrants and cash them for months before the fraud is
discovered. In five instances during this study, calls were made on
persons whose names were on the active relief list only to find that they
had moved away and that their present residence is unknown; nine
names on the list were without sufficient address to locate them, they
evidently called at the post office for their warrants which they received
by mail, but they were unknown in the community. 'l'wo persons who
were on the county list were found to have died some time before the
visit of the state agent; in one case neighbors said the man had been
dead more than a month. No notice of these deaths had been received
at the county office.

and the county work which they handle is simply an arldi.tional amount
of relief ·work which they have assumed for the community. 'l'he Oakland society, however, is the only official and salaried agent of the
county. Formerly all county relief applicants were referred to this
society for investigation, but as these increased in number an arrangement was made whereby those applicants residing in Berkeley should
be handled by the Berkeley agency. :B.,or its work the latter society
receives no compensation. One other society has been authorized to do
some of the county outrclief work. This is the Catholic Ladies' Aid
Society which has power to investigate and recommend aid in emergency
cases. Dependent children are also committed to this agency for supervision and placement by order of the Juvenile Court.
'l'hus, in Alameda County, the public outdoor relief is administered
by three private ageneies which employ trained social workers to handle
the cases:

COUNTIES USING CONSTRUCTIVE METHODS IN
OUTDOOR RELIEF ADMINISTRATION.
The administration of outdoor relief in the county cited represents
a distinct type of relief procedure existing in California. Fortunately,
however, not all of the counties follow the unsupervised dole method
just described. Alameda, Los Angeles, Fresno, San Mateo, Sonoma,
San Bernardino, and San Francisco counties are among the notable
exceptions. These counties are doing more than granting material
relief; they are working constructively by providing in· addition skilled
ministry to wants which are beyond the power of material relief to
supply. They are using all public and private agencies to upbuild the
health, education, morals, industry and living standards of the less
fortunate in their communities, as well as providing the necessities of
food, shelter and clothing. Space will not permit detailed discussion
of each of these counties and they all differ in some branches of their
relief methods. It is proposed, however, to summarize briefly the outstanding features of procedure in certain of these progressive counties.
Alameda County.

Outdoor relief in Alameda County is administered chiefly through
the office of the Oakland Associated Charities and the Berkeley Charity
Organization Society. Both of these societies are private relief agencies

•

Los Angeles County.

Los Angeles is one county of the state which has a county charitie's
office on a scale approaching modern private relief agencies. 'l'he
administration of county relief, both outdoor and institutional, is under
the supervision of the superintendent of charities. 'The outdoor relief
division is one department of the county charities department and is in
charge of a special director and a Rtaff of approximately twenty trained
visitors, including several social service nurses. Good co-operation
is maintained with the county and city public health departments and
with the education authorities. Another feature of the work which is
worthy of special mention is the follow-up work by correspondence;
the office keeps in close touch with relatives, friends and employers of
its wards and with the families themselves when they move away from
Los Angeles County. This supervision by correspondence is not in the
nature of a detective agency, but is done in a friendly, helpful spirit.
Fresno County.

Fresno County is typical of the group of counties where public sentiment has crystallized into a demand for co-ordination of all county
social service under centralized control. In the counties cited above
where modern methods of relief are being· introduced, the county relief
agency is more or less restricted in it'3 scope. Fresno County, in 1915,
appointed an unpaid county commission to which was given the administration of county outrelief. This commission, known as the Fresno
Relief and Employment Commission, was appointed by the Board of
Supervisors and provided with office equipment and the services of two
trained workerfl. The work of this commission and its agents proved
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so successful in eliminating waste and giving better service to the poor
and the sick of the county, that in 1917 the supervisors and the general
public of Fresno County desired to enlarge its powers and duties. The
State Board of Charities and Corrections was requested to make a
study of the county conditions and suggest a definite plan for such
reorganization. The findings of the survey showed that modern methods of investigation, supervision, record and constructive treatment
as introduced by the Fresno Helie£ and Employment Commission had
restored many dependent families to self-support; that families
dependent through illness had been helped to independence by timely
medical aid; old persons who had been on the county list for years
were removed by aid from children or relatives with whom correspondence had betm opened; that good co-operation had been obtained from
county and private agencies for health, education, relief and other
welfare activities. It was found, however, that there was need for
closer and more systematic connedion with the various county departments dealing with d<~.pendents in order that full information might be
available in working out a plan for treatment. Family cases were
found where no less than three to five county departments were dealing with the members of the same family. One family was cited which,
at the time of the survey, was receiving help from the county in the
following manner: the father was in the county jail for drink and
nonsupport, one child was in the eounty orphanage, one child in the
eounty hospital, and the mother reeeiving aid from the County Relief
Commission while awaiting her eonfinement. Another family was
receiving emergency aid in groceries while the father was in San
Quentin, one boy vvas under the supervision of the probation officer,
one child in the county orphanage, and several members of the family
had reeeived medical care in the county hospital. Instead of being· four
problems, this family should be treated as one. While it was evident
that all the county departments were doing their duty, it was also
evident that a definite policy of co-ordination and direction would make
for greater efficiency and economy in the handilng of county
dependents.
It was decided therefore that Fresno County should create a county
department under which should be placed the investigation and supervision of all problems affecting the poor and the sick of the county;
this was finally enlarged to include all public welfare questions which
concerned the citizens of the county. The Board of Supervisors consulted with the social workers of the community and the following
ordinance was passed in December, 1917:

An Ordinance Creating a Department of Public Welfare and Prescribing
Its Powers and Duties.
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The Board of Snpervism·s of tlw County of F1·es1w, ·in the Stnte of
Califon~ia, do m·dain as follows:

...

SECTION 1. A department of county work is hereby created to
be known as the Fresno County Department of Public Welfare.
Said department shall consist of six members, four of whom shall
be appointed by the Board of Supervisors and two shall be ex officio
members, to wit: Two members of the County Board of Supervisors
selected hy that body. 'l'he term of office of each appointed member ~hall be for a period of six: years, except as hereinafter specified,
subJect to the power of the supervisors to remove for cause any
member of the department. The members of the department shall
serve without salary.
SEc. 2. As soon as the members of the department are appointed
they shall be divided by lot into three groups; the first group shall
consist of one member; the second group of two members and the
third group of one member. The term of office for tlJ_e fi~st group
shall end on the first Tuesday after the first Monday in January,
1920; the term of office of the second group shall end on the first
Tuesday after the first Monday in Jan nary, 1922; and the term of
office of the third group shall end on the first Tuesday after the first
Monday in January, 1924.
SEc. 3. \Vhen a vacancy shall occur in the department other
than by expiration of term, the Board of Supervisors, upon recommendation of the department, shall make an appoi1itment for the
unexpired term.
SEc. 4. Whenever in this ordinance the word ''department'' is
used, it shall mean the Department of Public Welfare. The word
"board" shall mean the Board of Supervisors.
SEc. 5. The work of the department shall be divided into three
general divisions, to wit: Helie£, health, children.
.
SEc. 6. 'l'he powers and duties of the department shall be as
follows:
(a) To appoint a secretary and such assistants as may be deemed
necessary to carry on the work of the department. The secretary
shall be the executive officer of the department in charge of its
work, and shall not be one of the members of the department. The
salaries of the secretary and assistants shall be fixed by the department, and, together with expenses, shall be approved and allowed
in the usual way by the board.
(b) To invr•stigat.e. determine and supervise the giving of relief
to all persons 11Pl'ly iUg for county aid to devise ways and means of
restoring them to self-support where possible.
(c) To act in an advisory capacity over the county hospitals, the
COtlll'L-y alml\ Ll '' - a)lC tll OUJlty Ol' hanitge.
(d) 'fo invostig-ate, aetenni n e and snp ervise th fi.IJnily homes

he:ee child ·e'n ma.y b . b to·del.l; $tl);n/l:n·a · o in·v t.lgation, a ·e

ap.l l'f'O r o h jn a ot·d wii:h thoSJo 1' '(J1lired by tho State Bourd
of Charities and Corrections with which board co-operation shall be
maintained. For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this
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section, the department shall be authorized to receive children on
commitment from the juvenile court under section 8 of the juvenile
Court law.
(e) 'fo l,ucvQEI1,igate alL hnt'il;i ·!:i d rP udent upon pu,b lic appeal or
general solicibation for support !.Lllll to file semiannually its reJ!'lort
thereon wi1'1..1 the board an 1 wi'Ut the t;,tt
oa,J•d o£ haritiil$ o.nd
Corrections.
(f) To eo-O J erate with the juvenjl court, .Ue probat\on office
a1'lcl t,h e p110l t~ti on committee, ancl 1iQ ~at as a co-orl.h na.ting agency
l'o_r all relief and other welfare societies in the tlount--y.
SEC. 7. Appbcations for relief made to the board or to any
member of the h a1•cl must be referred immediately to the department.
SEd. 8. Th d pltt•t.tnen:t liitlJ ii l w-i·th the bOA.rd · a.cb month
pritn· to tl1 me ·tin"' o't the bo!u·d a repo-rt oJ: all work don.e. No
exp ·'use inr.:Lw:rud by i.h.e depm;tment shall b- 11a;id by th county
exc N ~1pon· p r l:lG'.Tit~,1.ion t;rf yru;ili tl demands o,pp1•oved by the
sec.retary of the department.
SEc. 9. 'l'he department shall make all needful rules and regulations for the transaction of its business.
SEc. 10. All ordinances and parts of ordinances in conflict herewith are hereby repealed.
SEC. 11. This ordinance shall take effect and be in force from
and including the first day of January, 1918.
The members of the commission were selected fr'om prominent citizens
who are interested in different branches of welfare work. The two
members of the Board of Supervisors who sit with the department are
also members of the Supervisors' Committee on County Hospital and
Orphanage. The president of the department is a leading journalist,
the chairman of the health division is a physician of high standing, the
chairman of the relief division is a prominent clergyman, and the
children's division is under the direction of the two women members of
the department who are both clubwomen and active in private charitable
organizations. The detail work of each division is worked out by these
directors but no question of policy is taken up except at meetings of the
entire department. The staff of paid workers consists of an executive
secretary, an assistant secretary, a child welfare nurse, and a stenographer. With the exception of the executive secretary, these workers
are women. All have had special training for their work. Under the
leadership of the child welfare nurse a boarding-out system for homeless children is being developed and a children's clinic has been established. The health division works closely with the county hospital ancl
with the city and health authorities. The relief division carries on the
outrelief work of the county and co-operates with the other county
departments and with private agencies. The following chart shows the
org·anization of the public welfare department for administration of its
various duties:
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Board of S1tperviso1·s of Fresno Oounty.
Department

Public Welfare.

Division
of
County Outrelief

Division
of
Health.

Division
of
Children's vVork.

(County aid to poor
in their homes.)

' (County Hospital·,
County Almshouse, Preventive
and curative
measures in homes
a n d in institutions.)

(County Orphanage,
Jl'amily board i n g
homes and othe1•
work for children.)

Case histories taken from the files of the Fresno Department of
Public Welfare, Outrelief Division, which illustrate the constructive
methods which have been used in that county for the past year:
JJ'amiUes removed from co1mty Ust by communication with ?'elatives.
1. The C. family. This woman had four children and was deserted by her second
husband. The first husband (deceased) had left a fairly good little farm to her
and to his three children ; she married a worthless man who mortgaged the farm,
took the money and left her with a young baby in arms. She applied to the county
office for aid. Her first husband's brother was interviewed by the relief ag·ent and
promised to straighten out tbe legal tangle so as to save the farm for his brother's
children. This he has done and the family will probably be removed from the county
aid list this month.
2. Mrs. B. An old woman of 70 years who has seven sons and daughters but none
living with her at time of application for aid. Letters were written to her children
and a- plan made for the old mother to go to orie of her married daughters who
would give her a home; the other children agreed to contribute toward her support.
These children had all neglected the old mother for years and would not have taken
care of her unless very strong letters were written them, which was done. Under
the old relief system this woman had been receiving county aid of $15 per month
for a long time. County aid is now discontinued, as her children are well able to
support her and are now doing so.
3. Mr. S. A man of 52 years who was rendered blind by au accident. He refused
to go to the county almshouse. Is able-bodied and prefers to do some work. Has a
brother in one of the middle west states but did not want to go there. Correspondence
with this brother brought a regular contribution of $15 per month which, with the odd
jobs that Mr. S. can do, supports him. He is living in a shack, rent free. County
aid has been withdrawn.
Families restot·ed to self-snpport by timely medical aid.
1. The H. family. Father, mother and six children. Immediate causes of dependency-illness, insufficient earnings and temporary desertion. The family sought aid
because the man was irregularly employed and unable to provide for family ; woman
was sick in bed and all of the children underfed and ailing. The man seemed lazy
and would not stay at any work. He deserted for two months, but was brought
back and put to work and ordered to pay $25 toward family expenses. Children
taken to county hospital for treatment, one with bad eyes, two olclest girls incipient
tuberculosis. The girls were placed in tubercular ward and three youngest children
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temporarily p lH iu'ltJ tile coun L;v orp1Hmage to r.ni''irV(l Llte mother of. Lh iJ,' c:we-. Fou~:
months later, fh'~ llttlfhu~· •n lh'll 1\ I l,h • relief offi<;O, much improved In llNt!Ht i reporled
that she and tho tatheJ' Wt~ l't~ liYi,llg together "~111 Wt)ttted the ch il tl rrn l'C LIIJ•c<l to
their home. Man working and home established. 'rhe oldest girls were discharged
h•om t he hospital so much inl iH'OV()(l llJat they look rl !i\(1' cllll'eren• uiliJt'j)U. The
tlvo llCl~·s had been in the ltospi t n.l fo1.• minor Ofl\':.I'I1Uon!l, 1 \ll w et: ertlluely cured.
AlJ blt 'hildren in much ll'•llltH' l.le!U t.lt than for.nwrly.
'ul'll ily now l•uunit,ed and
self-supporting. County still aids with some groceries, but will soon be able to
withdraw help entirely.
~- The A. family. This fnmily came to notice of the county relief office by report
from the county hospital that the man was in tubercular ward and worried about
his family. l-Ias a wife and three children. A visit was made to the home, where
the wife was found to be a very nice little woman and good mother. Regular county
aid was ll' l'ttu ted llll~ l nutn shoul ll 1w nble t o wo~k. WJ:tb t·his worry <>ll! his mind,
the man h gu n to ij.UJII'OVO ;tnd w lthi11 (Will Lll \ilhs Wt\.S 11lilcllnr~:url fro m the bospihtl,
able to worl< half t·irun, but still c~tn.lfhillg.
ll rl "'liS t,t,l'l'flllg •d in thll hnck yo,rrl
and visiting· nurse gave instructions for him to follow. He was anxious to give up
!:hG aouuL)I fl.i.d, 'h\lt wn.~ flf'l' n"Md In '!11L i[ uou.tl'Lu~l) f11r milk Mt<l ,:: t:l)c ·1·io .
'uri!e
1 iSl l,<ll \'U!(\ thH·l,\' (1ll'L1 iiMV lltn.l 1101' iush·nc.ti.ons WI!Jre o l'iSOl""\\Cfl.
Hom' V,l!l';l' cl.•t\fJ,
EtHh·~ fMI Il ,l' 1nk u tu llo 'illil,\ 1 t:na· oL111 11Vl\l.ilm.
~ illltlr.r.tl fl'llrntl t!:l be In good
!tell lt h. J.itel' f1ye momtbs. tho run.n w·n.a D l'lliil·tall lo b cept w r \( Cnr LL1ll til'tte,
eam illg !ji.3 pN· day. He still g1>es to the lltbewwlosis c!i r1ic> wock ly. Ai.d L'edllCCr.l to
milk ~ u milJ' . The man was toltl to I' Jl(tJ\l Jl l' ttlVi I ~· if tiol W11ll nn(l tli I voulrl be
rene\l'rd. 'I'lla family is now tlo1ng we ll and t h e t•rllmty aid wl ll ha ~~·.i lh!i1.•own oj·irely
in the spring if present conditions continue.

San Francisco County grants no public outdoor relief to adults.
These cases are relieved either by private relief agencies or in public
institutions.
. The only public outrelief in Sari Francisco County, therefore, is that
given .to children. There are two types of children's aid which must
be considered. The first of these is state and county aid while the
second is county aid only.
For the administration of state and county aid to orphan children
San Francisco County has established what is called the "Widows
Pension Bureau.'' The work of this bureau has attracted much attention. For this reason a brief account of its methods a~d procedure is
included at this point.

a

THE WORK OF THE WIDOWS PENSION BUREAU OF SAN FRANCISCO
COUNTY.
l. Establishment of the bureau.

1

F'amily aided to self·s1WP01't by lega.l advice.
1. The L. family. l\Iother onr.l sb; chi l dr~ (1 • l!rted by t l\e f.tlther. They had
started to buy a small tillU II .
111,\• (I few J}fi~lMll[S had been mtulH when the father
deserted his wife and chi)dt·cn. '!!:his left l it• \Vlfp with the ll W farm, a debt of
~J .7 • ~;lx ,\'01'111~ t•hilth'!ll1 to supnn:l't. and no i t tOot m~. 'l'ho {1U:~iJy 'b L'IUJJ.l r111.!1f..i ute
tuvl, vvolllllt1 (n t,'llt> etl\lll.ty ~o~ lw lp. T\'lillJJPI'tuly 1dtl w/l,; xtt'.nd~t l lite fo ro il y tlnrl
n 11lllli w~>r• lterl auf: for t he fuhtre. '.L'he uo;ill.r .f e>'IIimissiQlt · ltt~l.w·~ ! Ud u lmslul'!!l> mfto
ami a l aww~x, in t.ltCI call' iUld LIU!OU~ lllc help oJI these meu the ranch was app1•aised
by a loual btu:ilf; \. he t•n.nt.h was $01!1 f\.llr1 n(i'i.ll' l:t:YillJ: Llle tnort:i;l\gc iJJlW wns $1,000
41Mt• fl;ll: th~ W(.IIli!Hi /ln 1 lliJl: clutdrcn. The mone.v- tb\1s r>IJtnined wus l)lltc •d'. til at
interest and the mother paid $25 per month from this sum. The entire amount was
not _giwll to h •·r at: oncle, as it w~s fel t tlwt she QJi)!;ll~ ml( l1e able to k t1 p it. The
cou nty w ill c utclhut,i• ,n 6nlllll MIUll ionnl nn11lunt oncll tLto Ht.h for a year o:r hvo until
the ol :lest ch lhh:l)n lll1, tll!U<u It livi ng ,COl' · he fam.ll;y. •.rhey have been '(lltl ·cd in a
rented house ou a regular income, and private parties have been induced to send milk
regularly for the younger children. In the mean time the police are trying to find the
deserting father.
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The San Francisco County office for the administration of state and
county aid to half orphans living with their mothers was created in
September, 1913, by an act of the board of county supervis~rs. Previous to 1913, San Francisco County through its Juvenile Court was
boarding half orphans with own mothers or in foster homes, paying for
their care at the rate of $11 per month per child where necessary. In
cases where the child was not legally eligible for state aid the entire
amount has been borne by the county. Having proved, by practical
demonstration, the preventive and constructive value of maintaining
the integrity and standard of the home, San Francisco County was one
of the first to take advantage of the new clause in the state lawChap. 323, Cal. Stats. 1913. In September, 1913, the county appropriated a definite sum for supplemental county aid to widowed mothers
with small children and for the necessary running expenses of the
''Widows Pension Bureau.'' The county appropriation has since been
renewed, annually, at the close of each fiscal year and the amount
increased as the exigencies of the situation required.
II. Administration.

i

J.

i

The officers of the bureau are, respectively, (1) director, (2) assistant
director, (3) social service visitor, and (4) clerk.
Ill. l nvestigation.

There is a preliminary investigation by the clerk at the time the
application is made. This usually brings out any clear cause for
disqualification, such as lack of evidence bearing on residence, marriage,
death of husband, age of children, property or income above the limit
set by the State Board of Control and the county bureau etc. It is
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IV. Supervision .

.srare Laoo;·
eommiss;oa

.,.

After the granting of aid, the assistant director of the bureau visits
the family and keeps in touch with changing conditions. An average of
three visits per year are made to each family. Where there are wage
earners in the family, the amount of public aid is decreased in proportion as their eamings increase, until, eventually, as the family becomes
self-supporting, the pension is withdrawn entirely. The visitor also
watches over the physical and moral welfare of the family, obtaining
hospital care for the sick, improved housing conditions, etc. Employment is also a problem that confronts this visitor, but, with a large
and growing list of families to be visited, she has not the time to deal
adequately with this important question. An average of 100 visits
per month to families is maintained, not including visits to landlords,
schools, clinics, employers and other necessary calls.
V. Records.

estimated that about one-fourth of the total number of applicants is
sifted out by this office investigation as ineligible and their applications
are not placed on file. The social service visitor is given the list of new
applications as filed each month, and after districting them, makes the
first call on the family. At this time she secures the proper legal evidence, a financial statement of the holdings and income of the family
together with facts concerning any outstanding mortgages or other
debts; social data regarding the parents and children; the housing, rent,
upkeep and equipment of the home; whether any roomers, boarders or
tenants ; physical and mental conditions of members of the household;
moral atmosphere; names of relatives and of three citizens as references. These relatives and references are communicated with and where
there is any evidence of resources within the family circle, these are
utilized. The records of the various social agencies are searched for
any history of previous aid given the family and there is good c.o-operation between the bureau and the other charitable organizations of the
community.

The records of the bureau are complete and well kept. The system
includes: (1) An application book in which all applications are entered
as received, chronologically, with date and memorandum of the disposition of the case; (2) card catalogue of all applications recommended for
aid; (3) legal evidence file; (4) vertical file of all cases handled com' the
manly called the ''Case History File,'' containing the report of
investigator and all correspondence connected with the case. In addition to these, there is a district book and map showing the location of
each family that is receiving state aid. There are also ledgers in
which are kept accounts with the individual families showing amount
and date of relief.
VI. Basis of eligibility and relief.

The law sets certain restrictions around the granting of state aid to
applicants, but the principal factor in determining whether or not a
family is entitled to aid and the most difficult to define is "evidence of
need.'' This is not defined by the law nor can it be, for the reason
that the standards vary and conditions are constantly changing. For
the purpose of having some working standard, the San Francisco bureau
has established the following basis of need in this community : For a
~amily of three or less a minimum income of $15 per person per month
Is necessary, for families of more than three, $10 per person per month
an? an additional $10 for house expense. For instance, a family of four
children and mother, a total of five, would need an income of $60 per
month to maintain a decent standard of living in a normal American
home. When there are wage earners in the family, their wages are
deducted from the minimum income and aid is recommended for the
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net amount or deficit. Another important requisite in determining the
basis of eligibility is ''good moral atmosphere.'' In cases of drink or
immorality in the home the aid Is not granted through the Widows
Pension Bureau, but the families are referred to the Juvenile Court
where there is better machinery for dealing with delinquency.
The basis of relief naturally relates itself to the basis of need. As
stated above, a minimum income of $10 per person being taken as a
starting point, the deficit in the family income is met as nearly as possible by the grant of state and county aid. Where this is inadequate
and there are older children working, an effort is made to help them to
increased wages. Employers are usually very considerate of half
orphans in their pay. However, boys and girls of 15 to 18 years old
are not very efficient workers as they are virtually in training and their
services are not worth more than small wage.
VII. Amount of aid given and method of distribution.

Amottnt of aid given. San Francisco County supplements the state
aid to the amount of $4.75 per child when, in the judgment of the investigator, it is needed. In some cases, the amount of county aid is $6.25
per child, which is the maximum amount named in the law. The
average amount of aid given, per family, is $22 per month.
Method of dist1'ibution. The checks are distributed through the three
social agencies of the community, viz: the Children's Agency of the
Associated Charities, the Catholic Humane Bureau and the Hebrew
Board of Relief.
, lj! i

NEXT STEPS FOR CALIFORNIA COUNTIES.
Intelligent, constructive treatment of its dependents is a county problem than which there is none more important in relation to the future
welfare of the community. To plan wisely involves a knowledge of the
facts concerning each individual case so that the best remedy can be
applied. Good relief work is not palliative but curative. The advantage of public relief over that administered by private agencies lies in
its possibilities for wider outlook and abilities to correlate better the
needs and resources of the community.
To make effective this advantage and at the same time safeguard it
from perils of misuse or loss of personal interest, there should be at
least one trained social worker connected with the relief work in each
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eounty. A program for future progress in county government should
work toward these objectives:
1. 'frained workers as
a. Probation officers.
b. Relief agents.
c. Hospital superintendents and employees.
d. Health officers.
2. Organization of the county social work: An unpaid comm1ss10n
or department to appoint paid employees and handle all public
relief and welfare problems.
3. Co-operation.
a. Between county and state authorities.
b. Between probation, relief, health, and child welfare agencies
in the county.
c. Between counties; e. g., joint tuberculosis sanatoria, prison
camps, health officers, transportation of indigents, etc.
4. Budget system : A modern system of budgeting county expenditures, apportioning adequate amounts to the various socia.J
agencies.
5. Employment of prisoners: On roads, levees, farms, quarries, etc.,
by single counties or by groups of counties and cities.
6. Boarding homes for children: Development of a boarding-out
system of supervised foster homes through relief officers, juvenile courts, and private charities.
7. Charities endorsement: Control of all appeals made to the public
for philanthropic purposes.
8. Extension of Health Service.
a. Co-operation with other counties to secure trained health
officers and visiting nurses; and to put into effect preventive
public health measures such as those pertaining to isolation,
sanitation, housing, etc.
b. Out-patient work in county hospitals, county clinics and dispensaries; care of the sick in their own homes.
c. Intelligent and humane treatment of the tubercular.
9. Humane care of the insane by
a. Detention in hospitals instead of jails.
b. Examination by expert alienists.
c. Treatment of incipient cases.
d. Informal court hearing in hospital.
e. Transportation by trained attendants.
10. Full-time service of hospital superintendents, physicians, relief
agents, probation officers, and other social workers so far as the
extent of the work in the several counties demands.
11. Merit system of appointment, taking social service out of politics.

